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fantasy series,
explores the bonds
between the living
and the dead and
proves that it's
never too late to
have the time of
your life—even if it
is your afterlife!
Johnny Maxwell's
new friends do not
appreciate the term
"ghosts," but they
are, well, dead. The
town council wants
to sell the cemetery,
and its inhabitants
aren't about to take
that lying down!
Johnny is the only
one who can see
them, and and the
previously alive
need his help to
save their home and
their history.
Johnny didn't
mean to become

the voice for the
lifeless, but if he
doesn't speak up,
who will? Read
more of Johnny
Maxwell's
adventures in Only
You Can Save
Mankind and
Johnny and the
Bomb!
The Dead Fathers
Club Yearling
Explores the
various traditions
associated with All
Soul's Day,
describing the food,
practices, and
costumes used to
celebrate.
The Dead Will
Tell Harper
Collins
A sweeping,
authoritative, and
entertaining
history of the
Christian cult of
the saints from
its origin to the

Reformation From
its earliest
centuries, one of
the most notable
features of
Christianity has
been the
veneration of the
saints—the holy
dead. This
ambitious history
tells the
fascinating story
of the cult of the
saints from its
origins in the
second-century
days of the
Christian martyrs
to the Protestant
Reformation.
Robert Bartlett
examines all of
the most
important aspects
of the
saints—including
miracles, relics,
pilgrimages,
shrines, and the
saints' role in the
calendar,
literature, and art.
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The book explores
the central role
played by the
bodies and body
parts of saints,
and the special
treatment these
relics received.
From the routes,
dangers, and
rewards of
pilgrimage, to the
saints' impact on
everyday life,
Bartlett's account
is an unmatched
examination of an
important and
intriguing part of
the religious life
of the past—as
well as the
present.

The Dead And
The Gone
Princeton
University
Press
‘A fast-
moving and
entertaining

tale,
beautifully
written’ –
Ben
Aaronovitch
When ghosts
talk, she
will listen
. . . Ropa
dropped out
of school to
become a
ghostalker –
and she now
speaks to
Edinburgh’s
dead,
carrying
messages to
the living.
A girl’s
gotta earn a
living, and
it seems
harmless
enough.
Until, that
is, the dead

whisper that
someone’s
bewitching
children –
leaving them
husks, empty
of joy and
life. It’s
on Ropa’s
patch, so
she feels
honour bound
to
investigate.
But what she
learns will
change her
world.
She’ll dice
with death
(not part of
her life
plan . . .)
as she calls
on
Zimbabwean
magic and
Scottish
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pragmatism to
hunt down
clues. For
Edinburgh
hides a
wealth of
secrets. And
in the
process, she
discovers an
occult
library and
some
unexpected
allies. Yet
as shadows
lengthen,
will the
hunter
become the
hunted?
Opening up a
world of
magic and
adventure,
The Library
of the Dead
by T. L.

Huchu is the
first book
in the
Edinburgh
Nights
series.
What Moves the
Dead Scholastic Inc.
There are secrets that
must remain buried .
. . Nine people have
been slain in New
York City—nine
strangers with
nothing in
common—the
apparent victims of a
frighteningly elusive
serial killer. Only one
thing links the dead:
postcards they
received, mailed from
Las Vegas,
announcing the day
they would die.
Assigned to the case
is a legendary FBI
profiler with a
troubled past, a
drinking problem,
and nothing left to
lose . . . Abandoned

to a monastery is an
unwanted son born
under a curse on the
seventh day of the
seventh month of the
year 777 . . .
Unprepared for a
momentous discovery
is a post-World War
II expedition into the
crypts of a clandestine
medieval society . . . .
. . but all lead to a
secret embroiled in
destiny, history, evil,
faith, and corruption .
. . and one terrifying
truth that no one must
ever know . . .
Love Letters to the
Dead
HarperCollins
The disease only
affects people
sixteen or older. It
starts with the
symptoms of a cold.
Then the skin
begins to itch, and
spots appear--spots
that soon turn into
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pus-filled boils. But
the worst part is the
headache, the inner
voices that tell you
that you need to eat
them . . . the young
ones. When the
Disaster strikes, the
world turns upside
down for Ed, Jack,
Bam and the other
students at
Rowhurst School.
The parents and
older siblings they
left back at home
are dead--or worse.
Once the teachers
go on the attack, the
kids know it's time
to escape and make
their way to the city.
It's got to be better
in London . . . or
will it be worse?
The Library of the
Dead: Edinburgh
Nights Book 1
Createspace
Independent

Publishing Platform
The heart-
pounding sequel
to They Threw Us
Away, about a
group of teddy
bears looking for a
place to call
home...and
answers to life’s
biggest questions.
The
teddies—clever
Buddy, brave
Sunny, sweet
Sugar, and wise
Reginald—have
managed to find a
child. Life with
Darling is far
better than any
they’ve known.
But something's
not right—the
promised bliss of
Forever Sleep
hasn’t come.
And they are kept

a secret from
Darling’s
mother, hidden
underneath the
child’s bed in the
dusty darkness.
Then the
inevitable happens:
Mama discovers
the teddies. And
like all adults
they’ve met thus
far, she responds
with fear and
anger. The teddies
must watch as one
of their friends is
destroyed. The
remaining trio
barely escape,
thrust back into a
world that does not
want them.
Disillusioned and
lost, the teddies
embark on a
journey back to the
factory where they
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were created. En
route, they find a
civilization of
discarded teddy
bears. The comfort
of a town of
teddies has its
allure...but the
need for answers
weighs heavy. And
there’s
something
definitely off about
these new teddies.
Will our heroes
accept their
strange rules? Or
must they dig deep
for one more
grand adventure to
finally learn why
they were thrown
away?
Books of the Dead
Crabtree
Publishing
Company
An epic, award-

winning biography
of Malcolm X that
draws on hundreds
of hours of
personal interviews
and rewrites much
of the known
narrative. Les
Payne, the
renowned Pulitzer
Prize–winning
investigative
journalist,
embarked in 1990
on a nearly thirty-
year-long quest to
create an
unprecedented
portrait of
Malcolm X, one
that would
separate fact from
fiction. The result
is this historic,
National Book
Award–winning
biography, which
interweaves

previously
unknown details of
Malcolm X’s
life—from
harrowing
Depression-era
vignettes to a mom
ent-by-moment
retelling of the
1965
assassination—into
an extraordinary
account that
contextualizes
Malcolm X’s life
against the wider
currents of
American history.
Bookended by
essays from
Tamara Payne,
Payne’s daughter
and primary
researcher, who
heroically
completed the
biography after her
father’s death in
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2018, The Dead
Are Arising affirms
the centrality of
Malcolm X to the
African American
freedom struggle.
The Keepers of the
Library Harvard
University Press
Dead End in
Norvelt is the
winner of the 2012
Newbery Medal for
the year's best
contribution to
children's literature
and the Scott
O'Dell Award for
Historical Fiction!
Melding the
entirely true and
the wildly fictional,
Dead End in
Norvelt is a novel
about an incredible
two months for a
kid named Jack
Gantos, whose
plans for vacation
excitement are shot

down when he is
"grounded for life"
by his feuding
parents, and whose
nose spews bad
blood at every little
shock he gets. But
plenty of excitement
(and shocks) are
coming Jack's way
once his mom loans
him out to help a
fiesty old neighbor
with a most unusual
chore—typewriting
obituaries filled with
stories about the
people who founded
his utopian town. As
one obituary leads
to another, Jack is
launced on a strange
adventure involving
molten wax, Eleanor
Roosevelt, twisted
promises, a
homemade airplane,
Girl Scout cookies, a
man on a trike, a
dancing plague,

voices from the past,
Hells Angels . . . and
possibly murder.
Endlessly surprising,
this sly, sharp-edged
narrative is the
author at his very
best, making readers
laugh out loud at the
most unexpected
things in a dead-
funny depiction of
growing up in a
slightly off-kilter
place where the past
is present, the
present is confusing,
and the future is
completely up in the
air.
Embassy of the
Dead: Hangman's
Crossing Harper
Collins
Best-selling
author, Susan
Beth Pfeffer,
delivers a riveting
companion to Life
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As We Knew It in
this enthralling tale
that follows
seventeen-year-old
Alex Morales as he
fights to survive in
the aftermath of
apocalyptic events
in New York City.
Alex Morales is an
average high
schooler focused
on his after-school
job, helping his
dad out with
building
superintendent
responsibilities,
and getting good
grades so he can
make it into an Ivy
League college.
But when the
moon alters its
gravitational pull
and catastrophic
events ensue,
everything

changes. Now, he
has to care for his
younger sisters,
decide whether
it’s ethical to rob
the dead, and keep
the hope alive that
their lost parents
will return. Bone-
chilling and
harrowing, Susan
Beth Pfeffer
investigates what it
takes to survive
when the odds are
stacked against you
in this captivating
story about
sacrifice and
humanity.
Secret of the
Seventh Son
Farrar, Straus and
Giroux (BYR)
Marion Wink is
esteemed for
bringing humor
and wit to that

most unavoidable
of subjects: death.
At last, Winik's
critically
acclaimed, cult
favorites, Glen
Rock Book of the
Dead and
Baltimore Book of
the Dead, have
been carefully
combined in their
proper
chronological
order, revealing
more clearly than
ever before the
character hidden
throughout these
stories: Winik
herself. Featuring
twelve additional
vignettes along
with a
brand–new
introduction, The
Big Book of the
Dead continues
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Winik's work as an
empathetic, witty
chronicler of life.
Book Of Souls
Minotaur Books
"Intriguing and ca
ptivating."—Celia
Rees, author of
Witch Child
WRONGED.
HANGED.
ALIVE? (AND
TRUE!) Anne
can't move a
muscle, can't open
her eyes, can't
scream. She lies
immobile in the
darkness, unsure if
she'd dead,
terrified she's
buried alive,
haunted by her
final memory—of
being hanged. A
maidservant
falsely accused of
infanticide in 1650

England and sent
to the scaffold,
Anne Green is
trapped with her
racing thoughts,
her burning need
to revisit the
events—and the
man—that led her
to the gallows.
Meanwhile, a shy
18-year-old
medical student
attends his first
dissection and
notices something
strange as the
doctors prepare
their tools . . . Did
her eyelids just
flutter? Could this
corpse be alive?
Beautifully written,
impossible to put
down, and
meticulously
researched, Newes
from the Dead is

based on the true
story of the real
Anne Green, a
servant who
survived a hanging
to awaken on the
dissection table.
Newes from the
Dead concludes
with scans of the
original 1651
document that
recounts this
chilling medical
phenomenon.
Newes from the
Dead is a 2009
Bank Street - Best
Children's Book of
the Year.
Faces of the Dead
Harper Collins
It begins as an
assignment for
English class:
Write a letter to a
dead person.
Laurel chooses
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Kurt Cobain
because her sister,
May, loved him.
And he died
young, just like
May did. Soon,
Laurel has a
notebook full of
letters to people
like Janis Joplin,
Amy Winehouse,
Amelia Earhart,
Heath Ledger, and
more -- though she
never gives a single
one of them to her
teacher. She writes
about starting high
school, navigating
new friendships,
falling in love for
the first time,
learning to live
with her
splintering family.
And, finally, about
the abuse she
suffered while May

was supposed to be
looking out for her.
Only then, once
Laurel has written
down the truth
about what
happened to
herself, can she
truly begin to
accept what
happened to May.
And only when
Laurel has begun
to see her sister as
the person she was
-- lovely and
amazing and
deeply flawed --
can she begin to
discover her own
path in this
stunning debut
from Ava Dellaira,
Love Letters to the
Dead.
Library of the Dead
Crooked Lane Books
After the 9/11 attack

on the World Trade
Center, Chief Medical
Examiner Charles
Hirsch proclaimed
that his staff would do
more than confirm
the victims’ identity.
They would attempt
to return to families
every human body
part larger than a
thumbnail. As Jay D.
Aronson shows,
delivering on that
promise proved to be
a monumentally
difficult task.
The Dead Next
Door Tor Books
The meaning of our
concern for mortal
remains—from
antiquity through
the twentieth
century The Greek
philosopher
Diogenes said that
when he died his
body should be
tossed over the city
walls for beasts to
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scavenge. Why
should he or anyone
else care what
became of his
corpse? In The
Work of the Dead,
acclaimed cultural
historian Thomas
Laqueur examines
why humanity has
universally rejected
Diogenes's
argument. No
culture has been
indifferent to mortal
remains. Even in
our supposedly
disenchanted
scientific age, the
dead body still
matters—for
individuals,
communities, and
nations. A
remarkably
ambitious history,
The Work of the
Dead offers a
compelling and
richly detailed

account of how and
why the living have
cared for the dead,
from antiquity to the
twentieth century.
The book draws on
a vast range of
sources—from
mortuary
archaeology,
medical tracts,
letters, songs,
poems, and novels
to painting and
landscapes in order
to recover the work
that the dead do for
the living: making
human communities
that connect the past
and the future.
Laqueur shows how
the churchyard
became the
dominant resting
place of the dead
during the Middle
Ages and why the
cemetery largely
supplanted it during

the modern period.
He traces how and
why since the
nineteenth century
we have come to
gather the names of
the dead on great
lists and memorials
and why being
buried without a
name has become so
disturbing. And
finally, he tells how
modern cremation,
begun as a fantasy of
stripping death of its
history, ultimately
failed—and how
even the ashes of the
victims of the
Holocaust have
been preserved in
culture. A
fascinating chronicle
of how we shape the
dead and are in turn
shaped by them, this
is a landmark work
of cultural history.
Trying to Live
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with the Dead
Catapult
A Boston Globe
Best Book of 2014
Everyone in
Painters Mill
knows the
abandoned
Hochstetler farm
is haunted. But
only a handful of
the residents
remember the
terrible secrets lost
in the
muted/hushed
whispers of
time—and now
death is stalking
them, seemingly
from the grave.
On a late-night
shift, Chief of
Police Kate
Burkholder is
called to the scene
of an apparent
suicide—an old

man found hanging
from the rafters in
his dilapidated
barn. But evidence
quickly points to
murder and Kate
finds herself
chasing a
singularly difficult
and elusive trail of
evidence that
somehow points
back to the tragedy
of that long ago
incident.
Meanwhile, Kate
has moved in with
state agent John
Tomasetti and for
the first time in so
long, they're both
happy; a bliss
quickly shattered
when one of the
men responsible
for the murders of
Tomasetti's family
four years ago is

found not guilty,
and walks away a
free man. Will
Tomasetti be
pulled back to his
own haunted past?
When a second
man is found
dead—also
seemingly by his
own hand—Kate
discovers a link in
the case that sends
the investigation in
a direction no one
could imagine and
revealing the
horrifying truth of
what really
happened that
terrible night thirty-
five years ago,
when an Amish
father and his four
children
perished—and his
young wife
disappeared
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without a trace.
And, as Kate
knows—the past
never truly dies . . .
in The Dead Will
Tell by Linda
Castillo
They Stole Our
Hearts Tor UK
When Marie-
Therese, daughter
of Marie
Antoinette, slips
into the streets of
Paris at the height
of the French
Revolution, she
finds a world much
darker than what
she's ever known.
When Marie-
Thérèse
Charlotte of France
learns of the
powerful rebellion
sweeping her
country, the
sheltered princess is
determined to see

the revolution for
herself. Switching
places with a
chambermaid, the
princess sneaks out
of the safety of the
royal palace and
into the heart of a
city in strife. Soon
the princess is
brushing shoulders
with revolutionaries
and activists. One
boy in particular,
Henri, befriends her
and has her
questioning the only
life she's known.
When the princess
returns to the palace
one night to find an
angry mob storming
its walls, she's forced
into hiding in Paris.
Henri brings her to
the workshop of one
Mademoiselle
Grosholtz, whose
wax figures seem to
bring the famous

back from the dead,
and who looks at
Marie-Thérèse as
if she can see all of
her secrets. There,
the princess quickly
discovers there's
much more to the
outside world - and
to the mysterious
woman's wax figures
- than meets the eye.
The Library of the
Dead Penguin
“Alluring,
shadowy
Edinburgh with its
hints of
sophisticated
academic magic
will draw you in,
but it’s Ropa - a
hard knocks
ghostalker on her
paranormal grind
to pay the rent -
who grabs hold.
The moment you
meet her, you’ll
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follow wherever she
goes.” - Olivie
Blake, New York
Times bestselling
author of The
Atlas Six T.L.
Huchu returns
with the gripping
Our Lady of
Mysterious
Ailments, the next
in the Alex-Award-
winning
Edinburgh Nights
series. Some
secrets are meant
to stay buried
When Ropa Moyo
discovered an
occult
underground
library, she
expected great
things. She’s
really into
Edinburgh’s
secret societies –
but turns out they

are less into her. So
instead of getting
paid to work
magic, she’s had
to accept a
crummy unpaid
internship. And
her with bills to
pay and a pet fox
to feed. Then her
friend Priya offers
her a job on the
side. Priya works at
Our Lady of
Mysterious
Maladies, a very
specialized
hospital, where a
new illness is
resisting magical
and medical
remedies alike.
The first patient
was a teenage boy,
Max Wu, and his
healers are baffled.
If Ropa can solve
the case, she might

earn as she learns
– and impress her
mentor, Sir
Callander. Her
sleuthing will lead
her to a lost
fortune, an
avenging spirit and
a secret buried
deep in
Scotland’s past.
But how are they
connected? Lives
are at stake and
Ropa is running
out of time.
Edinburgh Nights
series: Library of
the Dead Our
Lady of Mysterious
Ailments At the
Publisher's request,
this title is being
sold without
Digital Rights
Management
Software (DRM)
applied.
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The Big Book of the
Dead Harper
Collins
The #1 New York
Times bestselling
WORLDWIDE
phenomenon
Winner of the
Goodreads Choice
Award for Fiction |
A Good Morning
America Book Club
Pick | Independent
(London) Ten Best
Books of the Year
"A feel-good book
guaranteed to lift
your spirits."—The
Washington Post
The dazzling reader-
favorite about the
choices that go into
a life well lived,
from the acclaimed
author of How To
Stop Time and The
Comfort Book.
Somewhere out
beyond the edge of
the universe there is

a library that
contains an infinite
number of books,
each one the story of
another reality. One
tells the story of
your life as it is,
along with another
book for the other
life you could have
lived if you had
made a different
choice at any point
in your life. While
we all wonder how
our lives might have
been, what if you
had the chance to
go to the library and
see for yourself?
Would any of these
other lives truly be
better? In The
Midnight Library,
Matt Haig's
enchanting
blockbuster novel,
Nora Seed finds
herself faced with
this decision. Faced

with the possibility of
changing her life for
a new one, following
a different career,
undoing old
breakups, realizing
her dreams of
becoming a
glaciologist; she
must search within
herself as she travels
through the
Midnight Library to
decide what is truly
fulfilling in life, and
what makes it worth
living in the first
place.
Dead End in Norvelt
Penguin
In the first book in a
brilliant new fantasy
series, books that
aren't finished by
their authors reside in
the Library of the
Unwritten in Hell,
and it is up to the
Librarian to track
down any restless
characters who
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emerge from those
unfinished stories.
Many years ago,
Claire was named
Head Librarian of the
Unwritten Wing-- a
neutral space in Hell
where all the stories
unfinished by their
authors reside. Her
job consists mainly of
repairing and
organizing books, but
also of keeping an eye
on restless stories that
risk materializing as
characters and
escaping the library.
When a Hero escapes
from his book and
goes in search of his
author, Claire must
track and capture him
with the help of
former muse and
current assistant
Brevity and nervous
demon courier Leto.
But what should have
been a simple retrieval
goes horrifyingly
wrong when the
terrifyingly angelic

Ramiel attacks them,
convinced that they
hold the Devil's Bible.
The text of the Devil's
Bible is a powerful
weapon in the power
struggle between
Heaven and Hell, so it
falls to the librarians
to find a book with
the power to reshape
the boundaries
between Heaven,
Hell⋯.and Earth.
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